
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COVID-19 Community Update – Tuesday 17 March 
 

Dear Parents and Guardians 

From the Head 
Phillip Heath AM 

 

I do hope that you and your families are well at this challenging and rapidly-evolving time. The 
decisions we are making are being done in a world of uncertainty, where recommendations and 
expectations are literally changing by the hour. 

 
Some independent schools have already announced that they are moving to a fully online 
learning environment this week. Barker will run its planned remote learning day tomorrow and 
the School will continue to remain open at this stage. However, there are a number of 
significant changes that we must make to ensure the health of our community. 

 
Following is the latest information that I would like to share with families today: 

 
Wednesday 18 March – Remote Learning Day (Years 3 – 11) 

 
Tomorrow our Year 3 - 11 students will remain at home and access their lessons via an online 
environment. All students have been advised of what will be required of them on this day. A 
short survey will be sent to students following tomorrow’s trial to ascertain what worked well 
and where any improvements can be made. 

 
Pre-K – Year 2 and all Year 12 students’ classes will continue as usual at School and the 
Barker Buses will run to their usual schedule for these students. 

 
iCentral Support 

 
Parents and students are encouraged to contact iCentral on 02 8438 7775 from 7.30am - 
5.30pm if they encounter any technical issues tomorrow. If parents need support with Family 
Zone please contact their customer support team for assistance - Australia: 1300 398 326 8am 
- 8pm AEST. 

 
Boarding 

 
Today the decision was made, as a pre-cautionary measure, to close our Boarding House until 
further notice. Arrangements have been made for our 60 Boarders in Years 10 - 12 to travel 
home as soon as possible. Boarding families have been contacted directly by the School in 
regard to remote learning. 

 
Junior School 

 
Please note the following additional changes to Junior School activities this week: 

• No Kindergarten coffee and conversations on Friday morning. 
• Pre-K to Year 2 Chapel on Friday is for students only. Parents are asked to drop their 

children off in the morning and then leave as per the arrangements on other days. 
• IPSHA sport cancelled until the end of term. 
• All CIS sporting events are cancelled until the end of term. 
• ISDA Debating cancelled until the end of term. 

 
 



Sport 
 

Today I met with the Heads of the other CAS schools to discuss the continuation of the sport 
program for the remainder of Term 1 and into Term 2. CAS schools resolved to suspend 
ALL competition and inter-school play until May 31. This decision also includes IPSHA, 
ISA and District sport. 

 
The planned sport trials for Saturday 21 March are also cancelled. 

 
We regret the disappointment that this necessary decision may cause to our community. 

 
Barker will continue to run its mid-week sport training program for the time being.  There will 
be no Saturday sport commitments or weekend co-curricular activities for the remainder 
of the term. 

 
Parental Decisions to Keep Children at Home 

 
At this stage, the School remains operational for teaching and learning and modified co- 
curricular activities. We are doing this in response to the request made by the Chief Health 
Officer and NSW Government. However, we are respectful that some families have chosen to 
keep their children at home. Those who have contacted me have shared very important 
reasons for their decision and the School is supportive of that. 

 
Class work will continue to be uploaded to the online learning platforms e.g. Canvas and 
Seesaw and students are able to keep up with this work and submit all assessment tasks on 
time. A modified academic program is being provided. 

 
If your child will not be at school, please notify us at absent@barker.nsw.edu.au (Years 7 - 12) 
and JS_absent@barker.nsw.edu.au 

 
Conclusion 

 
Please remember to regularly check our dedicated webpage for all updates and for useful links 
and information. 

 
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the staff at Barker. Our Heads of School, Heads of 
Houses, Heads of Department, teaching and support staff, have worked calmly and tirelessly to 
ensure as little disruption to student learning as possible in these extraordinary circumstances. 
In addition, I thank our Critical Incident Response team, who have been working continuously 
to ensure that the School is well prepared for every possible scenario in this volatile 
environment. 

 
The School is very mindful of how disruptive and stressful these circumstances are in the life of 
the home. For some students and parents the consequences of these decisions are very 
disappointing and we sincerely share that same disappointment. The entire Barker community 
remains in our thoughts and prayers. 

 
Yours sincerely 

 
 

Phillip Heath 
Head of Barker College 
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